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ABSTRACT: Interpreting the complex interplay of metabolites in heterogeneous biosamples
still poses a challenging task. In this study, we propose independent component analysis (ICA)
as a multivariate analysis tool for the interpretation of large-scale metabolomics data. In
particular, we employ a Bayesian ICA method based on a mean-ﬁeld approach, which allows us
to statistically infer the number of independent components to be reconstructed. The advantage
of ICA over correlation-based methods like principal component analysis (PCA) is the
utilization of higher order statistical dependencies, which not only yield additional information
but also allow a more meaningful representation of the data with fewer components. We
performed the described ICA approach on a large-scale metabolomics data set of human serum
samples, comprising a total of 1764 study probands with 218 measured metabolites. Inspecting
the source matrix of statistically independent metabolite proﬁles using a weighted enrichment
algorithm, we observe strong enrichment of speciﬁc metabolic pathways in all components. This
includes signatures from amino acid metabolism, energy-related processes, carbohydrate
metabolism, and lipid metabolism. Our results imply that the human blood metabolome is composed of a distinct set of
overlaying, statistically independent signals. ICA furthermore produces a mixing matrix, describing the strength of each
independent component for each of the study probands. Correlating these values with plasma high-density lipoprotein (HDL)
levels, we establish a novel association between HDL plasma levels and the branched-chain amino acid pathway. We conclude
that the Bayesian ICA methodology has the power and ﬂexibility to replace many of the nowadays common PCA and clusteringbased analyses common in the research ﬁeld.
KEYWORDS: metabolomics, independent component analysis, Bayesian, systems biology, bioinformatics, blood serum,
population cohorts
gression.10 Furthermore, linear regression models can be used
to detect metabolic changes correlating with quantitative traits,
for example, for changes in insulin action.11 Another popular
approach is the use of supervised linear mixture models. As
probably one of the most prominent examples in metabolomics, partial least-squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA)
attempts to ﬁnd a projection of multivariate metabolite data
such that sample groups in the data are maximally separated
with respect to a given phenotype. An example application is
the separation of patients suﬀering from Parkinson's disease
versus control individuals.12
Unsupervised data analysis techniques, in contrast, use
concentration data alone to detect intrinsic relations between

1. INTRODUCTION
Metabolomics is a newly arising omics technology aiming at the
quantiﬁcation of ideally all metabolites in a given tissue, cell
culture, or bioﬂuid.1,2 The ﬁeld of metabolomics has
tremendously advanced in the past few years, with discoveries
in epidemiology,3,4 nutritional challenging,5,6 and molecular cell
biology mechanisms.7,8 Understanding the functional relationships between metabolite concentrations and physiological
traits, however, remains a challenging task.
The majority of previously published metabolomics studies
follows a supervised data analysis approach, where metabolite
levels are investigated with respect to a given phenotype,
condition, or quantitative trait. T tests, analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) and related statistical tests are frequently used to
assess group-wise diﬀerences of metabolite concentrations, for
instance, for medication-induced changes9 or cancer pro© 2012 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. (A) ICA model applied to metabolomics data. The data matrix X is decomposed into the product of a mixing matrix A and a source matrix
S, cf. eq 1 in the text. The source matrix contains statistically independent proﬁles of metabolites (sl·, termed “IC” = independent component
throughout the manuscript), whereas the mixing matrix represents the contribution strengths of each component to the respective metabolomics
sample. (B) Concept of pathway enrichment performed for each IC. We statistically assess whether the IC contributions for the metabolites from a
speciﬁc pathway are higher than expected by chance. (C) Each column in the mixing matrix represents a newly derived variable in the data set that
can be correlated with other proband-speciﬁc traits.

component analysis (ICA) as a statistically motivated extension
of PCA for metabolomics data.16 The introduction of statistical
independence here naturally generalizes the concept of
decorrelation for non-normal data.
For ICA, we assume metabolite proﬁles to be composed of
statistically independent components (ICs), whose mixture
makes up the measured metabolomics proﬁle. Let X = (xij) ∈
+n × p be the preprocessed data matrix, where each of the n rows
corresponds to one measured study proband, and each of the p
columns represents one metabolite. For a given number of
components k, ICA attempts to ﬁnd a factorization of the data
matrix

measured entities. This approach is commonly used as an
important, explorative step in the understanding of multivariate
omics observations and is followed by a subsequent supervised
or correlative analysis. A well-known approach for unsupervised
analysis is cluster analysis, where related groups of measured
samples are determined from the data (c.f., e.g., Oresic et al.13).
In addition, principal component analysis (PCA, another
example of a linear mixture model) searches for mutually
decorrelated directions in metabolite vectors that explain
maximal variance in the data.14
While PCA is a conceptually simple and powerful tool for
multivariate analysis, it only considers second-order dependencies (i.e., correlations) of metabolite variables. However, in
practice, we frequently observe higher order dependencies,
which may yield additional information that is otherwise
neglected. Metabolomics data, for instance, do not display an
entirely Gaussian distribution even after logarithmizing,15 thus
leaving multivariate dependencies, which cannot be captured by
second-order statistics. In this paper, we aim at using the fullorder multivariate statistics in an explorative analysis of
metabolomics data; hence, we propose the use of independent

k

xij =

∑ ail ·slj + ϵij
l=1

(1)

where the mixing matrix A = (ail) is of dimension n × k, the
source matrix S = (slj) is k × p, and ϵij represents independent,
normally distributed noise (Figure 1A). The particularity of
ICA is the requirement of all rows sl· in S (which we will refer
to as ICj) to be samples of a statistically independent random
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an actual distributions S, thus providing conﬁdence intervals for
the reconstructed values; and (iii) allowing for an independently estimated noise term ϵij.
The manuscript is organized as follows: First, we apply ICA
to a large data set of human blood serum metabolomics
samples of 1764 probands and 218 measured metabolites
(Figure 1A) and estimate the number of components k using
the above-mentioned Bayesian mean-ﬁeld ICA approach. Next,
we investigate the source matrix S, ﬁrst by manual investigation
and then by calculating the statistical enrichment of known
metabolic pathways in each component (Figure 1B). We
demonstrate that the approach outperforms PCA, k-means
clustering, as well as fuzzy c-means with respect to biological
pathway enrichment. In the ﬁnal results part, we correlate the
columns of the mixing matrix A to HDL (high-density
lipoprotein) concentrations in blood plasma (Figure 1C).
One IC correlates stronger with HDL concentrations than all
metabolites in the data set alone. We thereby establish a novel
connection between blood plasma HDL and branched-chain
amino acids and discuss potential biological implications.
Bayesian ICA calculation code and an implementation of the
enrichment algorithm are available from http://cmb.helmholtzmuenchen.de/metaica.

vector. Interpreted biologically, each row in S represents a
distinct metabolic process, which contributes to the overall
concentration proﬁle. The matrix A, on the other hand, reﬂects
how strong each of these processes is active in a given sample
(study proband in our case). In other words, instead of
describing the metabolome of each proband by p numeric
values, after ICA, we can equivalently represent the
metabolome using only k ≪ p values. It can be shown that
the decomposition into A and S is unique given suﬃciently
many samples.17,18
In biomedical research, ICA is commonly used as a method
for high-dimensional data reduction and analysis. Early
applications from the neuroscience ﬁeld include the analysis
of electroencephalographic measurements 19 and fMRI
data.20−22 For molecular biology, ICA has frequently been
used to analyze transcriptomics data, for example, for cancer
classiﬁcation23−25 or the investigation of cell diﬀerentiation.26,27
Moreover, several studies already applied ICA in the context of
metabolomics data, for instance, for the analysis of plant
parasites28 and toxins29 and for metabolite ﬁngerprinting.30
While certainly interesting for their respective biological
questions, these metabolomics studies merely used ICA as a
data compression and visualization method rather than
functionally investigating the reconstructed ICs in detail. The
only studies that, to the best of our knowledge, performed a
functional analysis of A and S are (i) Wienkoop et al.,31 who
did a joint ICA of metabolomics and proteomics data in starch
metabolism, and (ii) Martin et al.,32 who investigated the
development of colitis in mice using NMR metabolomics.
In our study, we employ a Bayesian ICA approach. The key
idea of Bayesian inference is to interpret each parameter as a
random distribution. These distributions are then estimated
using Bayes rule, for example, by Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods or simply by maximum a posteriori estimation. With
an inferred parameter distribution at hand, we can obtain both
conventional point estimates but also parameter error estimates
as provided by the respective variance. Moreover, by choosing
adequate priors, we can include known information beforehand.
In our case, we require nonnegative values of both the source
and the mixing matrix. We argue that such nonnegativity better
represents biological processes than arbitrarily negative matrix
entries. In classical ICA, the choice of model parameters such as
the number of components k to be reconstructed is a nontrivial
problem. Usually, an ad hoc number of components is chosen,
thereby accepting possible fusions of components (if too few
are selected) or generation of information-free noise
components.16 A series of tools for identifying the correct
model have been developed in the ICA community, mostly
using heuristics, for example, based on clustering similar
components.33,34 We here evaluate the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) for each ICA calculation to get a trade-oﬀ
between model accuracy (how close the matrix product gets to
the original data matrix) and the number of parameters in the
model. Finally, we select the number of components for which
we obtained the highest BIC value. Methodologically, we
applied a Bayesian mean-ﬁeld ICA method,35 which uses an
EM-like parameter estimation scheme.
The novelty in the present study is the application of
parameter-free, Bayesian, noisy ICA approach to metabolomics
data, followed by a functional analysis of both independent
metabolite processes in S as well as proband-speciﬁc signals in
A. Parameter-f ree, noisy, Bayesian here refers to (i) avoiding a
manual selection of the number of components k; (ii) obtaining

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Metabolomics Data Set and Annotations

We used metabolomics data from the German KORA F4 study,
as previously described in Suhre et al.36 Brieﬂy, metabolic
proﬁling was performed using ultrahigh-performance liquid
phase chromatography and gas chromatography separation,
coupled with tandem mass spectrometry. The data set consists
of 1764 fasting blood serum samples and a total of 218
measured metabolites from various pathways. For each
metabolite, one of the following eight superpathway annotations
was provided: “Lipid”, “Carbohydrate”, “Amino acid”, “Xenobiotics”, “Nucleotide”, “Energy”, “Peptide”, “Cofactors and
vitamins”. Furthermore, there are a 61 subpathway annotations
like “Oxidative phosphorylation”, “Carnitine metabolism”, or
“Valine, leucine and isoleucine metabolism”. The complete set
of measured metabolites and their respective pathway
annotations can be found in the Supporting Information, S6.
Fatty acid metabolites are described by the number of carbon
atoms, double bonds, and, if applicable, position of the last
double bond. For instance, “fatty acid 18:2(n-6)” denotes a
fatty acid with 18 carbon atoms and two double bonds, the last
of which lies at the n-6 position (between carbon atoms 12 and
13). Phospholipids are named by the type of phospholipid and
the fatty acids in both side chains. For example, PI(20:4(n-6)/
0:0) represents a phosphatidylinositol containing an arachidonate residue (20 carbon atoms, four double bonds, n-6) at
the sn-1 position. PC(0:0/18:0) contains a 18:0 fatty acid at the
sn-2 position. Note that the current metabolite panel only
measures lyso-phospholipids, that is, phospholipids with only
one fatty acid chain. Phospholipid class abbreviations are as
follows: PC, phosphatidylcholine; PI, phosphatidylinositol; and
PE, phosphatidylethanolamine.
2.2. Bayesian ICA Model and Component Selection

For preprocessing, the data matrix X was column-normalized to
unit variance and subsequently scaled between 0 and 1. We
solved the described noisy source separation problem by
probabilistic ICA.37,38 Assuming normally distributed white
4122
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2.4. PCA, k-means, and Fuzzy c-means Clustering

noise with covariance matrix Σ, the mixing model results in the
model likelihood

PCA represents a standard multivariate data analysis procedure
reviewed, for instance, in Shlens.14 Brieﬂy, similar to ICA, PCA
represents a mixture model, where the data matrix X is split
into two matrices A and S such that X = A·S. In contrast to
ICA, S is here chosen such that all components are
decorrelated, that is, cov (ST) = 0. For k-means and fuzzy cmeans clustering, we used the MATLAB-integrated functions
kmeans and fcm, respectively. As a second variant of the fuzzy cmeans approach, we only set the highest value of each
metabolite in the fuzzy clustering matrix to 1 and the rest to 0
(thus again creating a hard clustering as produced by k-means).
For all methods but ICA, we logarithmized and subsequently
column-normalized the data matrix.

P(X|A, S, Σ) = (det 2π Σ)−N /2
⎛ 1
⎞
exp⎜ − tr(X − AS)T Σ−1(X − AS)⎟
⎝ 2
⎠

which describes the probability of observing data X given
mixing matrix A, sources S, and noise with covariance Σ.
Instead of maximizing this likelihood, we follow a Bayesian
approach and consider the model posterior P(A, S, Σ|X) ∝ P(X|
A, S, Σ)P(A)P(S)P(Σ) with (independent) priors P(A), P(S),
and P(Σ). Full sampling of this posterior is too time-consuming
and requires more elaborate Markov Chain Monte Carlo
sampling. We decided to follow a simpler two-step EM type
algorithm by iteratively estimating ﬁrst source posterior P(S|X,
A,Σ) and then point estimates of A and Σ using a MAP
(maximum a posteriori) estimator. We used a mean-ﬁeld-based
algorithm proposed by Ho̷ jen-So̷ rensen et al.,35 since it allows
ﬂexible choice of source priors. We assumed nonnegative
mixing matrix and exponentially distributed source weights. We
then analyzed the resulting point estimates for mixing matrix
and noise covariance as well as the source distributions, which
are shown componentwise as mean and standard deviation.
The model assumes a ﬁxed number k of source components.
We determined the optimal number of components using the
BIC.39 It is here deﬁned as BIC = pL −(1/2)(nk +1) log(p),
where L represents the log likelihood of the ﬁtted ICA model.
We chose k with maximal BIC value.
The information content of each IC was assessed by means
of kurtosis, that is, the fourth standardized moment. The
kurtosis βi of each ICi is deﬁned as
βi =

1
p

p

(

2.5. Regression Analysis

Associations between the HDL values and the component
strength vectors (columns) of the mixing matrix as well all
metabolites were estimated using linear regression analysis.
Before performing the actual analysis, we removed from the
data (i) age eﬀects by only taking the residuals from a linear
regression of the mixing matrix and the metabolite matrix
columns on age and (ii) gender-speciﬁc eﬀects by subtracting
the group-wise medians from each column in the data. We then
regressed the HDL values on both the mixing matrix columns
and each metabolite using the MATLAB regress function. P
values were obtained from the t distribution with studentized
residuals, and the explained variance is determined by the
coeﬃcient of determination R2. For the linear model forward
feature selection algorithm based on AIC (Akaike information
criterion), we used the R platform function step with setting
direction='forward'.

4

3. RESULTS

)

∑j = 1 Sij − Si·

3.1. Bayesian Noisy ICA on Metabolomics Data

2
⎡1 p
2⎤
⎢⎣ p ∑j = 1 (Sij − Si·) ⎥⎦

For data preprocessing, we normalized each column in the data
matrix (1764 probands, 218 metabolites) to a standard
deviation of 1 and subsequently scaled the values between 0
and 1. The following ICA calculations are based on the
Bayesian mean-ﬁeld ICA approach described in Ho̷ jenSo̷ rensen et al.35 We assumed a nonnegativity prior for A, an
exponential distribution (and thus positive values) for S, and an
isotropic noise model for ϵij. To determine the number of
components k to be used, we calculated the BIC for k = 2 up to
k = 30 components, with 100 random initial conditions (Figure
2, showing the ﬁrst 20 components). The diagram demonstrates (i) proper convergence of the algorithm due to similar
BIC values in multiple runs for each k and (ii) a clear BIC peak
around 7−10 components. The highest score in the analysis
was achieved for one run at k = 8, so we chose this number of
components for all subsequent analysis steps. For higher
numbers of k, the increase in reconstruction quality was not
suﬃcient to compensate for the penalty imposed due to more
parameters in the model. To verify the stability of the choice of
k with respect to changes in the underlying data set, we
employed a sample bootstrapping approach. This robustness
analysis did not reveal signiﬁcant diﬀerences to the full data set
run. Both the detailed regular analysis with 30 components and
the bootstrapping results can be found in the Supporting
Information, S1.
The resulting matrices S (with estimated parameter variance)
and A are visualized in Figures 3 and 7, respectively, and will be

where p is the number of metabolites (i.e., the number of
columns in S) and Si· denotes the average value of IC i.
2.3. Weighted Enrichment Analysis

Let p again be the number of metabolites in our data set and c
be the number of distinct class annotations. We investigate the
class enrichment in a vector w of non-negative weights: wi ∈
+, for each metabolite i = 1, ..., p. Class assignments are
speciﬁed in the Boolean matrix B = (bij) of dimension p × c by
⎧1, if metabolite i belongs to class j
bij = ⎨
⎩ 0, else
⎪

⎪

We now compute the class enrichment vector e of dimension c
as e = B·w ∈ c , that is, for each class, we simply sum up the
contributions of all metabolites that belong to that speciﬁc
class.
The values in e have no properly deﬁned scale and can thus
not be directly interpreted. Instead, we randomly shuﬄe the
metabolite-class associations r = 107 times and recalculate a
randomized vector er. Let f contain the number of randomized
values among all sampled er that are larger than the respective
elements in e. We compute the empirical p value vector of
length c as p = f/r. The result vector p thus contains one
empirical p value for the enrichment of each class in w.
4123
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histidine, arginine, and carnitine, as well as several aromatic
compounds, including tryptophan and phenylalanine. The
strongest metabolites in IC2 are again primarily amino acids.
We observe phenylalanine and tryptophan in the top-scoring
compound list and, in particular, various branched-chain amino
acids. Valine, leucine, and isoleucine constitute high contributions but also their direct degradation products 3-methyl-2oxobutyrate, 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate, and 3-methyl-2-oxovalerate, respectively. IC3 exclusively contains long chain fatty
acids comprising 12−20 carbon atoms among its 15 strongest
metabolites. This includes fatty acids with both even numbers
of carbon atoms as well as a few odd-numbered fatty acids and
various levels of desaturation (i.e., number of double bonds).
IC4 represents a rather heterogeneous set of fatty acid-based
lipids. These include short and medium chain fatty acids,
hydroxy fatty acids, two polyunsaturated fatty acids (arachidonate and dihomolineolate), and several phospatidylinositols.
IC5 contains as its strongest entries several metabolites involved
in energy homeostatic processes. This includes phosphate and
acetylphosphate, lactate, and pyruvate but also carbohydrates
like glucose and mannose. IC6 contains both signals from
amino acids (including glutamine, tryptophan, phenylalanine,
isoleucine, valine, and proline) and from lipid metabolism
including phosphatidylethanolamines and medium chain fatty
acids. IC7 also constitutes a rather mixed component with
metabolites from tryptophan metabolism (glycosyltryptophane,
kynurenin, and 3-indoxylsulfate), nucleotide-related substances
(pseudouridine, N1-methyladenosine), carbohydrates (myoinositol, erythronate, and erythritol), and others. Finally, IC8
primarily represents the phosphatidylcholine (PC) lipid class,
particularly lyso-PCs with a single fatty acid residue bound to
either the sn-1 or the sn-2 position of the glycerol backbone.
Fatty acid side chains vary from medium chain saturated 14:0
up to polyunsaturated fatty acid residues 20:4. Taken together,
these results suggest that each metabolomics proﬁle represents
a mixture of statistically independent signals, each of which
corresponds to a distinct part in cellular metabolism.

Figure 2. Selection of the number of components. The BIC of the ICA
model was estimated according to Hoejen-Soerensen et al.35 for a
range of k values, with 100 random initial value conditions for each k.
We observe a clear peak around 7−10 components and choose k = 8
for all subsequent analyses.

subject to detailed functional analyses in the following sections.
Detailed values along with standard deviations for S can be
found in the Supporting Information, S2.
3.2. Manual Investigation of ICs in S

While the separation of the metabolomics data set into eight
ICs might be sound from a statistical point of view, we have to
ask whether we can gain insights into metabolic processes
underneath giving rise to the data. Each component consists of
a vector sl· of non-negative contribution strengths, that is, one
value for each metabolite (Figure 3). To get an overview of the
metabolic functions in which the components might be
involved, we manually investigated the 15 strongest contributions for each component (Figure 4). Estimation certainty is
generally high, as indicated by small error bars resulting from
the probabilistic ICA approach. Functionally, we observe
prominent metabolites from each IC to be biologically related.
The following paragraph brieﬂy describes each of the eight
reconstructed ICs with respect to biochemical characteristics of
the top-scoring metabolites.
IC1 primarily contains amino acids and related substances.
Among the top-scoring metabolites in this component are
amino acids containing functional amine groups, like glutamine,

3.3. Systematic Analysis and Statistical Enrichment

Motivated by the ﬁndings of our manual investigation, we next
asked the question whether this signal can be systematically
veriﬁed. More speciﬁcally, we evaluated whether the
reconstructed ICs indeed represent distinct subparts of cellular
metabolism. For this purpose, we designed a weighted class
enrichment algorithm. Regular hypergeometric enrichment

Figure 3. Source matrix S, grouped by the eight metabolic superpathways in our data set. Rows are pairwise statistically independent and contain the
contributions of all metabolites to the respective component. Already from this visual inspection, we can see enrichments for speciﬁc pathways in
each component, e.g., Amino acid in IC1 and IC2 and Lipid in IC4 and IC8.
4124
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Figure 4. Top 15 metabolite contributions for each IC in S. For most components, we observe strong tendencies toward speciﬁc parts of cellular
metabolism. For instance, IC2 contains branched-chain amino acids and their degradation product among its highest contributing metabolites. IC8
contains phosphatidylcholines for various chain lengths and desaturation grades, and so on. Error bars indicate standard deviations from the
estimation algorithm. For a detailed description of lipid naming conventions, see the Materials and Methods.

from one of the superpathways (p ≤ 0.01). For each enriched
superpathway, we then investigated whether the component
also enriches one of the subpathways (Table 1). Further
conﬁrming the manual analysis, we observe strong enrichments
for amino acids, lipids, and energy metabolism. In particular,
ICs separate histidine, branched-chain amino acid (valine,
leucine, and isoleucine) and tryptophan-related processes in the
amino acid superpathway class. For the lipid class, we observe
two mixed components involving various types of fatty acids as
well as a third, glycerolipid-centered component. The energyrelated component splits into oxidative phosphorylation and
central carbon metabolism (glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, and
pyruvate metabolism).

tests like gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA)40 and metabolite
set enrichment analysis (MSEA)41 analyze discrete yes/no
assignments of each analyzed item (metabolite in our case)
to one or more classes. Our approach, in contrast, takes into
account the weight of each item in the group (in our case the
contribution of each metabolite to each IC) to calculate the
corresponding enrichment. For a formal description of the
algorithm, see the Materials and Methods.
For each measured metabolite, we have annotations for
superpathway and subpathway, representing two diﬀerent
granularities of metabolic pathway assignments (see the
Materials and Methods). In the following analysis, we ﬁrst
determined whether each IC signiﬁcantly enriches metabolites
4125
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Table 1. Statistical Enrichment of Metabolic Pathways in the ICsa
superpathway

p

IC1

amino acid

3.0 × 10−7

IC2

amino acid

IC6
IC7

IC3

p

subpathway
histidine metabolism

4.6 × 10−3

<1.0 × 10−7

valine, leucine, and isoleucine metabolism

8.0 × 10−7

amino acid

4.0 × 10−3

valine, leucine, and isoleucine metabolism

3.5 × 10−3

amino acid

5.4 × 10−4

tryptophan metabolism

4.0 × 10−3

fatty acid, saturated, even
fatty acid, monoene
fatty acid, monoene, odd
fatty acid, polyene
carnitine metabolism

2.3
4.0
4.3
6.6
7.1

×
×
×
×
×

10−4
10−7
10−4
10−4
10−3

fatty
fatty
fatty
fatty

2.0
7.2
1.2
1.0

×
×
×
×

10−3
10−5
10−4
l0−3

lipid

<1.0 × 10−7

IC4

lipid

3.9 × 10−5

IC8

lipid

<1.0 × 10−7

IC5

energy
carbohydrate

2.0 × 10−4
2.4 × 10−3

acid,
acid,
acid,
acid,

saturated, even
saturated, odd
polyene
saturated, monohydroxy

glycerolipid metabolism

<1.0 × 10−7

oxidative phosphorylation
glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, pyruvate metabolism

<1.0 × 10−7
1.5 × 10−3

a

We employed a weighted enrichment test that makes use of the actual contributions of each metabolite in the ICs (see main text). As suggested by
our manual investigation, we ﬁnd strong enrichment for diﬀerent parts of metabolism, e.g., amino acid pathways, lipid-speciﬁc pathways, and energyrelated processes. Interestingly, except for a few overlaps, each IC speciﬁcally enriches a distinct major pathway.

We compared the weighted enrichment algorithm with
hypergeometric enrichment as used in GSEA and MSEA. The
weighted approach displays a slightly higher sensitivity for the
detection of enriched pathways, but the results of weighted and
hypergeometric enrichment are generally comparable (Supporting Information, S3). Importantly, however, hypergeometric
enrichment requires a hard yes/no assignment of metabolites to
each component, that is, whether it can be considered “present”
in the component or not. This introduces an additional cutoﬀ
parameter that needs to be deﬁned before the analysis.
Weighted enrichment, on the other hand, works parameterfree and directly uses the actual strength of each metabolite in
the components.
We furthermore complemented the functional enrichment
analysis from an information theoretical point of view, by
inspecting the information content in each IC. ICA seeks for
maximal non-Gaussianity, a feature commonly measured by the
fourth central distribution moment (kurtosis). Decreasingly
ordered kurtosis values for all eight components are displayed
in Figure 5. Interestingly, the two components containing the
least amount of information, namely, IC6 and IC3, are those
that displayed a signiﬁcant overlap in functional enrichment
with other components (IC2 and IC4, respectively). This
indicates that kurtosis can be used to sort out components
containing rather little biological information, an approach that
has been employed in previous studies already.30,31 On the
other hand, components displaying signiﬁcant, distinct
associations with biological processes also contain a high
amount of information (e.g., IC8 and IC1). This ﬁnding
establishes an appealing bridge between the statistical
information content in the reconstructed components and
the biological information content encoded therein.

Figure 5. Kurtosis as a measure of information content for each IC.
Remarkably, those components with a high information content also
tend to display strong functional enrichment of a metabolic pathway.

3.4. Comparison with PCA and k-means Clustering

To get an objective view of the quality of our ICA approach, we
compared the weighted enrichment results obtained using
Bayesian ICA with commonly used data analysis techniques.
We ran the enrichment calculations on the results of PCA and
k-means clustering with the same number of components (or
clusters); see Figure 6. Furthermore, we introduce the concept
of consistent and inconsistent subpathway enrichments. The
enrichment of a subpathway is considered inconsistent, if the
superpathway that this subpathway belongs to is not enriched
in the same component. For ICA, we detect one inconsistent
enrichment of the γ-glutamyl peptide pathway for IC2, which
enriches the amino acid superpathway.
PCA yields seven out of eight enriched components, with a
total of three distinct enriched superpathways. For the
subpathway enrichment, six enrichments can be considered
inconsistent since the respective superpathways are not
enriched in the same component. Several components display
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Figure 6. Comparison of pathway enrichment for ICA, PCA, and k-means clustering. ICA and PCA produce generally comparable results, but ICA
appears more sensitive (enriches more superpathways), more speciﬁc (less inconsistent enrichments), and displays lower association p values. Note
that the components are not comparable in order, e.g., IC1 does not correspond to PC1.

3.6. Analyzing the Mixing Matrix AAssociations with
HDL

similar enrichments as ICs from the ICA. Speciﬁcally, IC2/PC5
as well as IC6/PC2 enrich branched-chain amino acids, IC3/PC1
as well as IC4/PC4 show speciﬁc fatty acid pathway enrichments, IC5/PC6 enrich the glycolysis pathway, and ﬁnally IC8/
PC3 enrich the glycerolipids. PCA does not detect enrichments
of histdine metabolism (IC1), oxidative phosphorylation (IC5),
and tryptophane metabolism (IC7). Furthermore, p-values for
PCA enrichment are generally higher in comparison to ICA
(colors in Figure 6), for example, with three out of seven
enriched superpathways, which are only borderline signiﬁcant.
k-means clustering produces a substantial number of enrichments for subpathways that are mostly inconsistent. In other
words, k-means recovers parts of the metabolism, which,
however, do not belong to the same superpathway and cannot
be considered as speciﬁc metabolic signals.
To further compare ICA with a regular clustering algorithm
that supports weighted cluster assignments, we applied fuzzy cmeans clustering. The analysis produced no signiﬁcantly
enriched clusters with respect to the superpathways and only
few enriched subpathways. Finally, c-means clustering with
subsequent selection of the clusters displaying the highest
contribution for each metabolite (see the Materials and
Methods) yields similar results as the k-means approach.
Detailed enrichment results of Bayesian ICA, PCA, k-means,
and the two variant of c-means clustering are collected in
Supporting Information, S4.

Up to this point, we have demonstrated that to a certain extent,
metabolomics proﬁles may be interpreted as a mixture of
independent processes from diﬀerent parts of the metabolic
pathways. We next sought to investigate whether the mixing
matrix A contains biologically interesting information as well.
Recall that A gives us another eight variables for each sample
(proband in the study cohort) in addition to the metabolite
concentrations. These eight variables encode how strong each
IC, that is, each recovered biological process, contributes to the
respective metabolite proﬁle. As can be seen in the clustering
displayed in Figure 7, the IC weights certainly contain probandspeciﬁc information suitable for further analysis. The question
now is how to determine whether these weights represent
biologically meaningful descriptors. A straightforward approach
is to correlate the columns of A with other, sample-speciﬁc
parameters and measurements (Figure 1C). One such example
is provided in a transcriptomics ICA study by Schachtner et
al.,27 where the mixing matrix columns were compared with socalled design vectorswhich essentially encode the diﬀerent
conditions in which cells in that particular study were cultured.
We here chose blood plasma HDL levels, which represent a
complex quantitative trait inﬂuenced by a variety of metabolic
and physiological parameters.42 HDL belongs to the class of
lipoproteins, small particles circulating in the blood responsible
for the transport of insoluble lipids through the body. We
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chain amino acids valine, leucine, and isoleucine as well as their
respective degradation products.
We detect a negative eﬀect on plasma HDL levels for both
branched-chain amino acids alone, and for the IC2 contribution
strength (Eﬀect's column in Figure 8.8A, and Figure 8.8B). This
means that a stronger contribution of this component, and thus
higher values of the involved metabolites, coincides with lower
values of HDL. This ﬁnding represents a novel connection
between branched-chain amino acids and blood plasma HDL
levels (see Discussion). For comparison, we performed the
HDL comparison with loadings from PCA instead of ICA. The
branched-chain amino acid principal component displays a
profoundly weaker association with HDL than IC2 (p = 3.28 ×
10−5). The strongest association of a principal component with
HDL ranks number 20 in the sorted association list. Detailed
results can be found in the Supporting Information, S5.
To get an additional comparison with common regressionbased approaches, we generated a linear model with multiple
metabolite predictor variables. To this extent, we ran a forward
feature selection approach based on AIC (Akaike information
criterion, see the Materials and Methods). The results of this
analysis can be found in the Supporting Information, S5.
Interestingly, when ordering the metabolites by their
importance for the overall model performance, isoleucine is
the only branched-chain amino acid-related metabolite
appearing among the top hits. This is an eﬀect of high
correlations between metabolites: Once isoleucine is added to
the model, the other branched-chain amino acid compounds
cannot improve model performance any further. Hence, while
such a multipredictor linear regression model might produce a
reasonably good description of HDL levels, the interpretation
of metabolites with high weights in this model might be
misleading.

Figure 7. Mixing matrix A. Rows represent the strengths of each IC's
contribution to the respective proband metabolome. The hierarchical
clustering in the proband direction demonstrates the presence of clearcut groups reconstructed from the ICA. Each column in the matrix is
then subjected to correlation with plasma HDL levels in the next step.

conducted a linear regression analysis of both metabolites and
IC strengths against HDL levels and corrected for gender and
age eﬀects (Figure 8A). Detailed results are collected in
Supporting Information, S5. Associations with HDL are
generally high throughout the data set, with 88 out of 218
metabolites and ﬁve out of eight ICs displaying statistically
signiﬁcant associations (α = 0.05 after Bonferroni correction).
Two ICs, IC2 and IC1, show profound signals with p values
below 10−17. Remarkably, IC2 even constitutes the strongest
association throughout all analyzed variables. As described
above, IC2 primarily contains signatures of the three branched-

4. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we evaluated a Bayesian ICA approach as a tool
for the investigation of a population-based metabolomics data
set containing 1764 probands and 218 metabolites. The
Bayesian framework provides several advantages over a regular
ICA: (1) We can implement distribution priors (a nonnegativity constraint in our case) to construct a biologically
meaningful factorization of the data matrix. (2) Because we get

Figure 8. Linear regression of plasma HDL levels on metabolite levels and IC contributions, corrected for gender and age eﬀects. (A) The strongest
association of all variables is constituted by IC2, followed by the branched-chain amino acids, other amino acids, and several phosphatidylcholines.
(B) Negative correlation between the plasma HDL and the contribution strength of IC2 (which primarily contains contributions from branchedchain amino acids). Note that negative values for the ICA occur due to the correction for gender and age.
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distributions of ﬁtted parameters, we obtain information on the
estimation certainty for each entry in S. (3) Using a BIC-based
model selection approach, we can automatically determine the
number of components to be reconstructed from the data.
We evaluated the source matrix S of statistically independent
metabolite proﬁles from a biological point of view and
demonstrated strong enrichment of distinct metabolic pathways
in the reconstructed components. This implies that the human
blood metabolome represents a mixture of overlaying, statistically independent signals, each of which can be attributed to a
speciﬁc set of metabolic pathways. While this concept is quite
similar to the idea of eigengenes and eigenmetabolites,43 our
approach extends the standard ICA approach by a Bayesian,
noisy framework, which allows for the estimation of conﬁdence
intervals for the reconstructed values.
The results obtained from the investigation of S are in
general accordance with previously published results on
Gaussian graphical models (GGMs) of metabolomics
data.15,44 While GGMs only evaluate pairwise associations
instead of whole groups as in the ICA approach, the recovery of
functionally related metabolites from blood plasma metabolomics samples is similar for both approaches. This fosters the
idea of an actual snapshot of an organism's metabolism in the
blood, rather than mere signatures of transportation and
disposal processes in this bioﬂuid.
Correlating the columns of the mixing matrix A with plasma
HDL levels, we detected a possibly novel association between
branched-chain amino acids and HDL blood plasma levels.
HDL represents a complex, heterogeneous phenotype that is
still poorly understood and associated with a variety of
biological processes.45,46 The metabolic process encoded by
IC2 in our study now adds an additional piece of functional
information for the interpretation of plasma HDL. Interestingly, both HDL levels and branched-chain amino acids are
well-known to be strongly connected with obesity, insulin
resistance, and diabetes type II. On the one hand, branchedchain amino acid levels are altered as a direct consequence of
changed insulin sensitivity and have been shown to be markers
for the prediction of future diabetes type II.47,48 Furthermore,
leucine is known to directly interact on a cellular level with the
insulin signaling cascade.49 On the other hand, the pathological
phenotype is known to lower HDL blood plasma levels, a
condition that severely increases the risk for cardiovascular
disease.50 Using cross-sectional metabolomics data from a
population cohort, we could now establish the additional
association between branched-chain amino acids and HDL,
irrespective of a diabetic phenotype. Interestingly, we could
recover this association despite the unsupervised approach
taken by ICA. In other words, IC2 has not been speciﬁcally
tailored to explain HDL levels but rather seems to reﬂect an
intrinsic metabolic process around branched-chain amino acids
that strongly associates with HDL. The only (biologically
motivatable) assumption going into the ICA model is the
independence of metabolite proﬁles to hold throughout all
samples in the data.
We systematically compared the ICA results with commonly
used multivariate data analysis methods like PCA and k-means
clustering. The comparison with PCA was of particular interest
here, since it is widely used for metabolomics data and, similar
to ICA, also represent a linear mixture model separating the
data matrix into a source and a mixing matrix. While PCA
produced a series of enriched components with direct IC
counterparts, ICA appeared to be more sensitive. Speciﬁcally,

ICA enrichments were generally stronger in comparison to
PCA and detected several pathway enrichments that could not
be observed for PCA. Moreover, our ﬁndings from the HDL
analysis could not be reproduced in the PCA approach. These
results could be due to the rather arbitrary constraint of
orthogonal basis vectors in PCA, which can hardly be
biologically motivated. The notion of statistically independent
processes acting in the system, as recovered by the ICA, can
directly be interpreted in the context of a metabolic system.
Taken together, Bayesian ICA on metabolomics data can be
used both to reconstruct meaningful metabolic proﬁles, which
underly the measured concentrations, and to detect novel
relationships with complex phenotypic traits like plasma HDL
levels.
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